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Rob Keogh
Professional Consulting Services
Backed by Real Industry Experience
Consult

Collaborate
With strengths across business
management, synthetic sports
and playground surfaces, Rob
provides in depth services that
promote collaboration and
realistic identification of what
you really need. His wealth of
knowledge enables clients to
adequately tackle problems with
optimal solutions for long term
benefit.

Educate
Strengthen

With over 35 years of project
management experience backed
by hands on practical and
technical knowledge, Rob can
support your organisation from
project concept to completion,
strengthen your existing teams
to manage future situations
independently,
consider
various scenarios and analyse
data through key learnings.

Advise
For Best Results
To get the best results,
formulate ideas and consider all
viable alternatives, you need
professional advice you can
trust. Rob gives you access to a
vast group of specialised
advisors that can feed into a
broader range of circumstances
and situation analysis.

Rob Keogh
Auto Biography
Through Total Sport and Floor Rob Keogh offers independent
consulting and project management services for councils,
architects, sporting bodies, and industry, particularly in the areas of
facility planning, construction, acrylic and Polyurethane surfaces.
After the successful sale of his business in 2017 Rob joined the team at APT Asia Pacific. Using his extensive
knowledge in the Acrylic, Polyurethane and Management fields he was able to support agents and their clients
to assist in the successful installation of various surfacing options. Rob assisted many agents in growing their
business through honest and sound advice.
As a business professional and operational leader, Rob commenced his roles with Wm. Loud (Aust.) Pty Ltd, and
Australian Plexipave Pty Ltd in 1994, then became a director of both companies in 2005. In these roles, he was
responsible for overseeing the financial and administrative aspects of both companies. He also coordinated all
marketing activity and managed the ongoing relationships of major accounts, including Tennis Australia and
Netball Victoria.
Wm Loud first introduced rubberised playground surfaces in the early 1980’s when they invited industry pioneer
Charles Lawrence to Australia to “show them the ropes”. From that time until the company was sold, Wm. Loud
was the industry leader in playground surfacing, undertaking projects Australia wide for clients such as
McDonalds, Hungry Jack’s and Bunnings as well as numerous councils, kindergartens and schools. Rob’s
involvement in playground surfacing covered all aspects of the industry.
Wm Loud was also the industry leader in Acrylic surfacing which culminated in them winning the contract to
surface the Australian Open and all lead up tournaments and facilities from 2007 until 2019 (They continued for
2 years after the sale of their business at the request of Tennis Australia). The initial project involved rebuilding
of all the courts at the Melbourne Park Tennis Centre as well as surfacing numerous facilities such as Bendigo,
Ballarat, Wodonga and Traralgon facilities.
Rob has been intimately involved in all aspects of acrylic surfacing issues
including application of acrylics, speed of play and slip resistance, shoe
interaction, and problem diagnosis. Rob managed many projects from initial
client contact through to project handover and follow up.

Over his career Rob has worked with a diverse client base, which includes
councils, architects and various industry representatives and professionals as
well as agents and their clients. When combined with his accounting and
business knowledge Rob is able to offer expert advice so that clients may
achieve their unique project goals. Having previously led a company that
offered total project management and delivery, from design to completion, Rob
utilises the wealth of his knowledge and experience, as well as his strong
professional network to resolve any issues that may confront his clients.
Rob originally studied agriculture, holding an Associate Diploma in Farm
Management, however after realising his passion for business he changed
direction and completed a Bachelor of Business (Accounting) at Charles Sturt
University and has been a Certified Practicing Accountant since 1993. After
working as a Tax Accountant for Price Waterhouse Albury, Rob left to join Wm.
Loud as the Company Accountant and, after eleven years of service, he became
a company Director in 2005. Rob drove commercial objectives and played a
key role in enhancing the reputation of the business.
A keen water-skier and wake-boarder, and a lifelong supporter of the Carlton
Football Club, Rob’s diverse personal pursuits have also seen him take several
leadership roles within his local sporting and school communities.

